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Within in an hour of publication, this paper went to the first page of a Bing search.  Already censored by Google.

I just stumbled on the whole Isaac Kappy thing tonight.  Kappy is the actor who was outing Hollywood
bigwigs as pedophiles, appeared on Alex Jones, made a long last video, and was found dead a few days
later.  As usual the internet sells us two possibilities: he either committed suicide or was murdered.  But
also as usual, the truth is behind door number three: it was faked.  Here's how I know.  

1) He allegedly jumped from a bridge into traffic, being hit by a camper (or Ford truck).  But the 
clue is where this happened: Bellemont, AZ.  Kappy wasn't living there, so why did he choose 
to jump there?  Bellemont is about six miles outside of Flagstaff to the west, on I40.  It is also 
Rte66, our first clue.  They would have preferred Rte666, but that wasn't available.  An even 
bigger clue?  This was actually within the borders of Arizona National Guard Camp Navajo. 
That's right, this happened on a military base.  Camp Navajo Fire Department was in spitting 
distance.  That bridge he supposedly jumped from is the entrance to Camp Navajo.  

2) Camp Navajo isn't just National Guard, it also contains Lockheed Martin, Air Force, Navy, 
DIA, NASA, and Defense Logistics.  So it is basically a joint military base, with miles of 
underground tunnels and railroads.  Indicating it may be far larger than it appears on the 
surface.  Globalstatistics admits it house $7 billion in munitions.  Regardless, a very suspicious 
place to find a suicide on the doorstep.  It would be like finding a suicide on the front porch of 
Langley.   

3) They decided to release many pictures from the scene of him splattered on the pavement.  These
pictures prove the fake for many reasons.  First, it is against all protocol to release pictures of 
splattered victims of suicide, for obvious reasons.  It isn't done.  If the military decided it 
needed to be done for reasons of national security or something, they would still need 
permission from his family to do so.  Which means we are supposed to believe his family 
signed off on this for some reason.  Why would they do that?  Second, if you were hit by a 
camper or truck going 70 miles an hour, you would look much worse than that.  His only real 
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injury is to his head, with two black eyes and maybe a broken nose.  His body is fine.  They 
have poured some fake red jelly on the ground to make you think that is brain matter that leaked
from his ear, I guess, but it is not convincing at all.  The whole thing is ridiculous, and as usual 
the blood doesn't look like blood.  It is bad moulage.  Third, the photos have been put through 
photoshop, and you can see the usual telltale signs of that on his head.  Fourth, the photos were 
taken on the street, and they actually stopped all traffic so that they could take photos of the 
corpse for many minutes.  You would expect them to load him onto the ambulance and drive 
him to the hospital, not stand there taking pictures as he bled out on the pavement.  Fifth, this 
wasn't a crime scene, it was a suicide, so there was no reason to be taking crime scene photos as
forensics.  We see many people standing around, as investigators, photographers, EMTs, I don't 
know.  That makes sense only if they knew beforehand he was Isaac Kappy and that this was 
suspicious. But how would they know that?  How did they know who he was?  They shouldn't 
have known until they got him to the hospital, or at least got him into the ambulance, checked 
his ID, and called him in.  Unless we are to believe that all EMTs in Bellemont, AZ, know Isaac
Kappy on sight, even with two black eyes.  So the whole thing is staged, as usual.

4) Those attending Kappy aren't EMTs and there was no ambulance.  They are Ponderosa Fire 
Department in a small fire truck.  Was Kappy on fire?  No, Ponderosa Fire just happened to be 
about a block away.  Again, that is convenient.  The Fire Department was on-scene immediately
with a full camera crew, to do forensics.   The DPS spokesman, Bart Graves, later lied about 
this, saying State Troopers were called to the scene.  Except that we see no State Troopers there.
We are told this was at milepost 185.  Is that really crucial information?  No, it is just to get 
aces and eights in there.  Later it was discovered Bart Graves is not DPS, but a former Warner 
Brothers TV producer and Democratic Party bigwig in Arizona.  So why was he giving the 
press conference on this suicide, pretending to be a law enforcement spokesperson?  Now you 
know.  

5) Speaking of aces and eights, when did Kappy appear on Alex Jones?  August 1, 2018.  8/1/18. 
6) Kappy's car was allegedly found nearby.  We are told it was a Hyundai with a blown-out front 

tire.  Right.  Because Jewish actors from rich families always drive Hyundais with bald tires.  
Are we supposed to believe Kappy drove to this location on a flat tire, or that he had a flat and 
just went, “That's the last straw, I'm outta here!”      

7) They admit Kappy's parents didn't identify the body.  Again proving the fake, since no one else 
should have been able to.

8) Tom Hanks, one of those outed by Kappy as a pedophile, soon took a roadtrip to Flagstaff to 
photograph the scene himself, posting a picture of a white glove on the side of the road on 
Instagram with the question: “Roadkill?  I hope not!”  Many have seen that as gloating over the 
death of an enemy, but I see it as another inside joke, albeit a very bad one.  As with the shoes 
we see in these fake events, this glove looks like another signal.  Best guess is Kappy is a lover 
of Hanks and Green, all of them Bosom Buddies having a laugh over this whole thing.  It keeps 
your eyes off more important things.   

9) Kirsten Dunst, another cousin, added to the inside joke by posting a strange pic of a Woody 
from Toy Story  doll (voiced by Hanks) on the ground with a toy truck in the background 
flipped over.  His head is on a sheet covered in deltas or pyramids.  No way they would post 
such tasteless jokes if they thought Kappy was really dead.  Even if Kappy had been a real 
enemy, you don't tempt fate by joking about his suicide: speak no evil of the dead.    

10) The photos disprove the story in another way, and I can show you that without showing you 
anything gory.



   
What am I showing you there?  The shadows.  See how long the shadows are?  This happened in mid-
May, so the sun would be quite high in the sky during the day in Arizona.  But here, the sun is very
low, indicating it is very early morning.  Why does that matter?  Because that is exactly the time you
would expect them to shoot this fake event, since if they run it early enough they only have to shunt a
small amount of traffic off the interstate onto the access road.  This is when most Hollywood movies
shoot action scenes, as we have seen.  Before 7:00am, there is very little traffic, so it is far easier to
redirect it.  We are supposed to believe this was shot on a Monday, but I suggest it was shot the day
before, on Sunday, again to get the least traffic.  The timestamp on the video says we are looking at
2:50pm, but that is Z-time, so we have to subtract 7 hours for Arizona, giving us 7:50am.  But the
reports say the first call came in at 7:26am, so those guys must have been there at least 20 minutes
filming a corpse.  How about get him out of the road?  If the call came in at 7:26, he probably jumped a
few minutes before that, putting us about 7:15.  But no one commits suicide by camper at that time of
the day, for obvious reasons—not enough traffic.

Still don't believe me?  Well, we have pictures of Kappy before he jumped:



That's convenient, right?  He brought his own camera crew.  Or we are supposed to believe some girls
just happened to be on that bridge filming dudes with their cellphones for fun, at 7:00am on a school
day?  His head looks strange, too, doesn't it?  Why it is square in the back?  Why does he look
compressed vertically, like he weighs about 120 pounds?   
    

I also know because in support of that, I watched his entire final video, out of pure curiosity, and he
gives us many hints his death is about to be faked.  He says he is going away but that he is not under
duress, is not suicidal, and not in any particular danger.  All he says is that he made a huge mistake,
which is easy to guess: he agreed to be bought off.  He even says so, admitting he was bought off for
far too little.  If they bought him off, they didn't have to murder him or suicide him, did they?  They
just moved him to some island and cut off his internet privileges.  No more interviews for Kappy.  

He says he is like a Judas, selling out the movement.  He says we will all be very disappointed and
angry with him, and I take it he means the Qanon people, who felt betrayed by his suicide and the way
it was spun by the mainstream.  The whole series of events was dismissed as the ravings of a troubled
man, throwing a temporary wrench into the pedophile ring story.  

Does this mean I now believe Kappy?  No.  These people are very bad people, and we know that from
their selling the vaccine.  All of Hollywood is complicit in mass murder, in my opinion, so I wouldn't
put anything past them, including pedophilia.  So I leave that question open.  My problem with Kappy
is that he continued to say some very strange things in that last video, that had nothing to do with
pedophilia or Hollywood.  The weirdest, in my opinion, was his claim that “Junior” was going to save
us all.  Someone asked him about that and he confirmed that yes, he meant JFK Jr.  He implied Junior
was some sort of savior and hero who was going to soon ride in and save the day.  I have no problem
with the idea Junior is still alive, since that was my theory before it was Q's.  But what evidence did we
ever get from Junior while he was admitted to be alive that he was some sort of savior?  I have never
bought the idea that the Kennedys were battling the swamp, and I don't buy it now, anymore than I buy
the idea Trump is.  They were always a prominent part of the swamp. 
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Kappy also says that he betrayed Q and MAGA, “the biggest military operation of all time”.  That's
sort of revelatory, isn't it, confirming what I told you long ago: Q comes right out of military
intelligence and CIA.  It is another project, and not the one you are being sold.  

Another big problem I have with Kappy is that he talks about Jesus over and over in the video, as if he
is a practicing Christian and fervid believer in Christ.  Unlikely, since the Kappys are Jewish.  Isaac's
genealogy is scrubbed everywhere, most noticeably on his Findagrave page, which does exist.  But the
money guess is that Kappy is a variant of Kaplan, a famous Jewish name from Hollywood.  Think
Gabe Kaplan.  See also billionaire Thomas Kaplan, CEO of Electrum and the world's largest private
collector of Rembrandts.  Also Stanley Kaplan, of the SAT prep manuals.  Also Nathan Kaplan, fake
New York gangster during Prohibition.  Also Mordecai Kaplan, prominent rabbi who founded the
Reconstructionist movement in Judaism.  The name means they come from the priestly class, or
Kohens.   So if Kappy wanted to embrace religion or spirituality, you wouldn't expect him to embrace
Jesus.  To me this means he was crafting his message to his MAGA audience, which he knew was
mainly Christian.  

Plus, just look at his photos under title.  He is obviously Jewish and obviously a scumbag, as he admits
himself.  I can tell that at a glance.  Can you imagine any real people trusting that guy or thinking he
was a hero?  Kappy reminds me a lot of Abbie Hoffman:

You can barely tell them apart in some photos.  Are they related?  Possibly.  Abbie Hoffman wasn't his
real name, as he admitted on the stand in court in the Chicago Eight trials.  He was Abbot Howard or
Howard Abbot, we aren't sure, but probably the latter.  

After a bit more digging, I discovered the Kappys are descended from the Kapy de Kapivars, Jewish
Counts of Budapest, Hungary, who moved to Missouri in the 1880s and married the Wises and
Warings.  I assume Kapivar referes to Kapuvar, a very old town in Hungary that would link these
Counts Kapy to the Esterhazys, who owned the huge castle there that still stands. They admit the
Esterhazys were originally Salamons, but nonetheless try to pretend they weren't Jewish.     

Also notice that Kappy is underneath some bird there.  What bird?  Since he is from Albuquerque, it is
probably supposed to be a Thunderbird. 



But it isn't.  Yes, when it is used by Natives, it is a Thunderbird.  When it is used by Jews, it is a . . .
Phoenix.  

Another clue is that Kappy's long talk seems to be coded in many ways.  He says over and over and
over that what he did was DUMB, DUMB, but never says stupid or idiotic or any other synonym, as a
normal person would.  It stood out to me, and then going over the specs of Camp Navajo, I realized
why: DUMB=Deep Underground Military Base.  So possibly as part of his project, he was required to
spend a few months there until this blew over. He may have been promoted in CIA or other
intelligence, doing advanced training for his next assignment, which we can only hope is more
interesting than this one.   There is also the possibility that, like Sharon Tate, Nicole Simpson, Dorothy
Stratten, and others, he is hiding as his brother David, who has a couple of pics online and looks very
much like Isaac.   David is not on his relatives list at Instantcheckmate.  Also not on the relatives list of
Heath, Jane, Glen, Louis, Wendy, or Dale.  So the big computers have never heard of David Kappy of
Albuquerque, related to this family.  In fact, we get zero results for David Kappy in all of New Mexico,
at Intelius, too.  Which is strange, given that there are pictures of David Kappy doing a mural in
Albuquerque.  



I don't actually think that is Isaac, but there is some mystery here.  


